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During the Copenhagen climate change negotiations in December 2009, as the talks concluded tensely for government representatives, coalitions of environmental groups were disappointed because their efforts to play a participatory role had been frustrated. The silencing of the nongovernmental organization ("NGO") perspective runs counter to established international principles of broad participation in multilateral environmental agreements ("MEAs"), and is particularly troubling in light of the global challenge climate change poses to humanity.

At the beginning of the second of two weeks of the negotiations, as pressure mounted for the talks to produce a meaningful and binding treaty, logistics and site-management broke down at the conference center and the UN suspended observer registration, leaving thousands literally standing in the cold. On a broader level, the lockout prompted NGO leaders to invoke international principles on public involvement in MEAs in a letter to political leaders, which cited the 1992 Rio Declaration and the UN Commission on Sustainable Development’s Agenda 21 language that "non-governmental organizations play a vital role in the shaping and implementation of participatory democracy." More pointedly, NGOs considered the lockout a Danish violation of the Aarhus Convention, which provides for public participation in MEA decision-making as vital for accountable governance and effective environmental protection.

NGOs could claim a violation of the Aarhus Convention’s Articles 6, 7, or 8, on public participation in environmental decision-making. The challenge for NGOs, however, is that only Parties are bound by these articles and can enforce them, and NGOs are not Parties.

While the Convention provides negotiation and arbitration between Parties as enforcement mechanisms, additional measures for compliance have been further outlined in subsequent Convention Decisions made during Meetings of the Parties in Lucca, Italy and Almaty, Kazakhstan. Notably under these Convention Decisions, members of the public including NGOs may submit formal communications to the Compliance Committee and allege a violation, subject to some procedural requirements. Based on the Lucca and Almaty Decisions, NGOs could petition for a compliance action against Denmark for the administrative actions that led to the exclusion of observers at the conference center in Copenhagen. Ultimately, however, compliance rests with the Parties when they decide whether to take action at Meetings of the Parties, although they do take into account the reports from the Compliance Committee. Even though NGOs would not be able to force Denmark to comply with the Convention, such an action could create publicity and ongoing pressure on future hosts of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change ("UNFCCC").

However, invocation of participatory requirements of the Aarhus Convention is also limited in geographic scope, as only some European and Eurasian countries are Parties, and does not include many of the largest nations and greenhouse gas emitters, for example, the United States or China. Notably, the next Conference of the Parties ("COP") of the UNFCCC is in Mexico, also not a party to Aarhus, leaving open the possibility of exclusion of NGOs from that meeting.

The UNFCCC has draft rules of procedure that could serve as the basis for greater public participation, but it has not adopted them, even though it, in effect, operates under them. These draft rules do include provisions on public participation, but are not nearly as inclusive and ambitious as the goals set out in the Aarhus Convention. The draft rules, which allow for observers to attend and participate without any voting privileges, should be adopted by the UNFCCC as a first step to ensuring NGO participation.

In order to be more comprehensive and consistent with the Rio Declaration, Agenda 21, and the Aarhus Convention, the UNFCCC should further create procedures providing the opportunity for meaningful public participation at all climate meetings, regardless of location. At a minimum, the UNFCCC should write and adopt new rules that specifically address the logistics of observer participation at every meeting. Ideally, affirmative rights to petition for public participation, which embrace the principles of MEAs and create a progressive and democratic process, will also be created. The universal problem of climate change impacts every person on the globe and climate negotiations must provide legal protection for public participation to ensure an inclusive and effective solution.
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